
Nestle

219676 - Coffee Mate French Vanilla
NESTLE COFFEE-MATE Liquid Concentrate Pump Bottle, French Vanilla flavor coffee creamer is a harmonious blend of deliciously rich, velvety smooth classic
and bright vanilla notes that will enhance your cup of coffee. Packaged in a 1.5L liquid concentrate pump bottle, this format is the perfect solution that is easy
to use and convenient  for your customers. This liquid concentrate creamer does not need to be refrigerated and will retain its great flavor at room
temperature for up to 9 months. Easy to use - simply pump the desired number of pumps to whiten the cup.  Lactose-Free; Cholesterol-Free; Gluten-Free;
Kosher Dairy.  One pump equals one liquid creamer single.  There are 300 servings per bottle.  This pump bottle is a format with no mess, easy to clean and
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NESTLE COFFEE MATE Liquid Concentrate Pump Bottle, French Vanilla flavor coffee creamer is a harmonious blend of deliciously rich,
velvety smooth classic and bright vanilla notes that will enhance your cup of coffee.
One pump equals one creamer single, with 300 servings per bottle.  This is a format with no mess, easy to clean and reduced waste.  Its
unique pump system locks the pump to the bottle, making it impossible to remove and tamper proof.
This shelf stable creamer format does not need to be refrigerated and will retain great tasting flavor at room temperature for up to 9
months unopened.  30 day shelf life once the bottle is opened.
Delight your employees, customers and guests by offering COFFEE MATE liquid creamer - perfect for home, office or foodservice
locations.

SUGAR, WATER, COCONUT OIL,
SODIUM CASEINATE (A MILK
DERIVATIVE)**, 2% OR LESS OF
PROPYLENE GLYCOL,
DIPOTASSIUM PHOSPHATE,
NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL
FLAVORS, POLYSORBATE 60,
SODIUM STEAROYL LACTYLATE,
COLOR ADDED, SUCRALOSE.

Contains:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Nestle Nestle USA Creamer, Dairy & Non Dairy

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

00050000318032USL 219676 00050000318032 2/1.5 liter

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

8.92lb 8.12lb USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

9.2in 4.7in 10.5in 0.26ft3 40x4 270DAYS 43°F / 86°F

Ship and store between 50°F and
80°F. Do not refrigerate or freeze.

A single serving is one pump which
is equivalent to one single tub
serving. Use in moderation for your
perfect cup.

1. Record date the bottle is opened on the white date code
area on the label with a permanent marker. Remove cap and
safety seal.<br/>2. Remove pump from plastic bag. Turn
nozzle clockwise until it releases. With clean, dry hands
insert straw into pump. Insert pump into the bottle and turn
cap clockwise until it locks into place.<br/>3. Prime the
pump by pressing 2-3 times. Dispense one pump to coffee
for each single-serve liquid creamer normally used and
stir.<br/>1 Pump = 1 Serving<br/>4. Leave on the counter or
place in rack and enjoy. Do not refrigerate or freeze.
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